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Richard Smith's wildly popular books have made America laugh about everything from wedding-
night jitters to weight loss. Now he turns his comic skill to a topic he's about to encounter himself:
climbing the half-century hill.Over the next 15 years, 52 million Gen Xers will celebrate their 50th
birthdays.. Not merely does turning 50 suggest you survived your 40s, but you reach join the
AARP, reply to your entry way in bedroom slippers, and spend your kid's inheritance on liposuction..
With Smith as their lead, the Gen Xers will know exactly what lies forward. You question who'll die
first--you or your money; You want the "ol' ticker" got a quartz movement"Efficiency anxiety" refers
to your golf game.. You think a mosh pit is usually something found at the center of an exotic
fruit;.Your main form of aerobic exercise is getting up to change the channel;With 200 of these
cleverly illustrated clues and quips as well as comparison charts, enjoyable graphs, and hilarious
lists, YOU UNDERSTAND You're 50 When. You also find out you're 50 when. An obscene
telephone call makes you chuckle; would be the must-possess, must-give birthday present for
every soon-to-be-50 American.
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Hilarious!! Very funny! I would suggest this book and the seller!. He has a fun character and good
humor so he thought this is a great gift! 20 years ago. No more relevant for current 50 season olds.
This should have already been pulled from offering at least 10 years ago. Liked Funny things to
brighten a Birthday persons dats and remembersnce of the celebration Great 50's Birthday Gift!
Just ok Much even more for a guy than a women. The one thing is exactly what leading cover
picture describes the size of the book. My husband I appreciated flipping through it before we
provided it as a gift for our meant friend! Little out dated Cute gag gift, but some things seem rather
dated taking into consideration the shift the general population now has toward age. Very
disappointed! This book is great for those turning 50, highly recommend it! Gift I gave the book
simply because a birthday present for a co-worker. Bought this book for a friends 50th Birthday,
along with many other gifts but thought this is really cute and a very funny read!.. My husband I
loved flipping through it before . Very funny! Bad Amazon.. I bought this as part of a present to a
family group friend. For 70 season olds not 50 This book was published in 1998.! Great as a gift!
Shipping was super fast and packaged well therefore the publication wouldn’t bend. it's small
pocket book size. Will be nice if it had been bigger like a regular size novel book otherwise great as
something special. Gag gift Hilarious gift Outdated A bit outdated product is as described cute &
funny gift, I'd include a pair of reading glasses, merely to compliment the reserve.! Ok however, not
the greatest. Four Stars Friend thought it had been comical and enjoyed sharing the book with all of
her friends
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